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Is This Familiar?

Code 
201.3a_1

Code 
503.3bn_1

Code 
101.3c_1x

Code 
203.3a_1bc

20202021 2022 2023 2023
5 Year Plan Coding

2020

Code 
2.3a_150

Code 
80.3a_1z1

US Requirement 
codes - last 

updated 2020

Server farm purchase for 
data silo and 

implementation of new 
acquisition system. 

HVAC technicians to 
create adequate 

environment for data 
rooms.

Acquisition ALTC 
software 

deployment to 
begin inventory 

process.

BLC to ALTC 
subsection 
database to 
onboarding.

Budget accounts for each of the subsequent departments will be decided by the FRP and LARP departments. Funding codes require multiple department authorization. 
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FRP department will coordinate 
with PCL department for EOL 
procedure

ALTC department will coordinate 
with ACB to ensure all computers 
are inventoried by March.

BCA staff training by April.
● Perform 

assessment

BCA on going training program - reassess updated coding 
procedures for ALTC headquarters.

Ongoing implementation. ALTC will develop continuing education protocols and will be 
evaluated at the end of 2023.

Acquisition process for AFAD starts 
again in 2023
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2020 2021 2022 2023 2023

BCA staff training by April.
● Perform 

assessment

BCA follow up reintegration 
secondary training procedures.

US LCP 
representatives 

will assess overall 
acquisition 
department 

progress. 2022 
evaluation may 

require 
re-assessment.

BCA staff training by April.
● Perform 

assessment

December 20 2022 - systems will 
update and new code 201.3a_1 
will be online

DLAC will assess code 201.3a_1 
before FAMP staff begin to use 
sub sections of the database.

Phase III begins: 
Code 101.3c_1x 
begins trial and 
first phase of 
assessment.

Code 101.3c_1x will 
go EOL.

Retire 201.43 and 101.53 
subsections

2023 - summative evaluation 
before 2.3a_150 trial testing.

2023 - summative evaluation 
before 2.3a_150 trial testing.

● North Dakota 
server farm will be 
deprovisioned.

WUES staff will begin using 
appendix codes 80.3a_1z1 for 
FAMP acquisitions starting 
January 1st 2023.

FAMP leaders will 
disseminate new coding 
procedures. Ensure sub 
departments comply.

BLC will provide ongoing support 
to both ALTC and FAMP 
departments as the database 
reaches EOL

5 year procedure planning will 
begin in November 2023. All 
current codes will be 
deprovisioned.



Objectives: Visual Design 

You will learn about
● Balancing your visual and oral 

presentation 
● Preparing your visual presentation 

to highlight key information



Sample Slides - Generic Non-example

The following slides contain a generic non-example.



How Is 
Coffee 
Made?

Let’s start at the beginning of the 
process. Coffee starts its life as a 
seed that is typically planted in large 
shaded beds. The seedlings require 
considerable water. When they are 
large enough, the sprouts are now 
permanently planted, typically during 
the wet season, as moisture is vital 
for roots to take to the soil properly.

It takes around four years for the 
trees to bear fruit which is called 
the coffee cherry. It is ripe and 
ready for harvesting when the fruit 
turns to a deep red. One standard 
method of harvesting is called strip 
picking, in which cherries are 
pulled from trees one by one, often 
down by hand or machine. 

There is a limited window to process 
the cherries to prevent fruit spoilage. 
The first step includes the removal of 
the pulp, leaving the parchment skin 
on the cherry. Next, the fruit is sorted by 
size as it passes through multiple spinning 
drums. The beans are then left in the water 
to ferment for up to 48 hours. The soak 
removes another unwanted layer of the parchment.

The beans are dried either by 
spreading out on large surfaces and 
sun-dried or in machines. The 
sun-dried method requires turning 
the beans and covering during 
storms. The beans are now called 
parchment coffee and stored in jute 
sacks for transport or warehousing.

Step 1 Step 2

Step 3 Step 4

Modality Principle



How to Make Basic 
Coffee

Grind the coffee beans using a coffee 
grinder. 
If you don’t have a coffee grinder, you 
can 
use a blender or a food processor. Brew the coffee using the 

coffee 
maker of your choice.

If desired, add 
creamer or sugar 
to
the freshly 
brewed 
coffee.

Taste and enjoy 
 drinking your 
coffee.

Coherence PrincipleAnimated 
slide



14 Steps to Espresso Perfection
Step 1 Warm the cup
Step 2 Check your portafilter handle to ensure it is clean and 
dry 
Step 3 Grind and dose
Step 4 Distribute grounds
Step 5 Tamp and remove air pockets
Step 6 Polish the surface of the ground coffee
Step 7 Clean to ensure grounds are removed
Step 8 Rinse the group head before inserting the portafilter
Step 9 Pull the expresso 
Step 10 Serve once the machine finishes its cycle
Step 11 Remove the portafilter and knock the coffee puck out
Step 12 Clean the handle
Step 13 Clean the group head
Step 14 Place the portafilter back into the group headSignaling Principle



Parts of the 
Cherry a

b

c

d

Legend

a Skin
b Fruit
c Parchment
d Bean

Spatial Contiguity Principle



How Is Coffee Made? 
Part 2

Step 
5

Step 
6

Step 
7

Step 
8

Temporal Contiguity Principle
Animated 

Slide



“People learn more deeply from pictures and spoken words 
than from pictures and printed words.” 

Visual Design

Modality Principle



How Is 
Coffee 
Made?

Let’s start at the beginning of the 
process. Coffee starts its life as a 
seed that is typically planted in large 
shaded beds. The seedlings require 
considerable water. When they are 
large enough, the sprouts are now 
permanently planted, typically during 
the wet season, as moisture is vital 
for roots to take to the soil properly.

It takes around four years for the 
trees to bear fruit which is called 
the coffee cherry. It is ripe and 
ready for harvesting when the fruit 
turns to a deep red. One standard 
method of harvesting is called strip 
picking, in which cherries are 
pulled from trees one by one, often 
down by hand or machine. 

There is a limited window to process 
the cherries to prevent fruit spoilage. 
The first step includes the removal of 
the pulp, leaving the parchment skin 
on the cherry. Next, the fruit is sorted by 
size as it passes through multiple spinning 
drums. The beans are then left in the water 
to ferment for up to 48 hours. The soak 
removes another unwanted layer of the parchment.

The beans are dried either by 
spreading out on large surfaces and 
sun-dried or in machines. The 
sun-dried method requires turning 
the beans and covering during 
storms. The beans are now called 
parchment coffee and stored in jute 
sacks for transport or warehousing.

Step 1 Step 2

Step 3 Step 4

Modality Principle



How Is Coffee Made?

Step 
1

Step 2 Step 3 Step 4



“Learning is improved when interesting but irrelevant words 
and pictures are excluded ... when unneeded words and 
symbols are eliminated ... when interesting but irrelevant 
music is excluded.” 

Visual Design

Coherence Principle



How to Make Basic 
Coffee

Grind the coffee beans using a coffee 
grinder. 
If you don’t have a coffee grinder, you 
can 
use a blender or a food processor. Brew the coffee using the 

coffee 
maker of your choice.

If desired, add 
creamer or sugar 
to
the freshly 
brewed 
coffee.

Taste and enjoy 
 drinking your 
coffee.

Coherence PrincipleAnimated 
slide



Coffee 
Basics
Coffee 
Basics

Grin
d

Brew

Cream and 
Sugar

Enjoy
!



Visual Design

“People learn better when cues are added that highlight the 
organization of the essential material.”

Signaling Principle



14 Steps to Espresso Perfection
Step 1 Warm the cup
Step 2 Check your portafilter handle to ensure it is clean and 
dry 
Step 3 Grind and dose
Step 4 Distribute grounds
Step 5 Tamp and remove air pockets
Step 6 Polish the surface of the ground coffee
Step 7 Clean to ensure grounds are removed
Step 8 Rinse the group head before inserting the portafilter
Step 9 Pull the expresso 
Step 10 Serve once the machine finishes its cycle
Step 11 Remove the portafilter and knock the coffee puck out
Step 12 Clean the handle
Step 13 Clean the group head
Step 14 Place the portafilter back into the group headSignaling Principle



14 Steps to Espresso 
Perfection

Prep Bre
w

Clea
n

Step 1
Step 2
Step 3
Step 4

The Cup
Portafilter & Basket
Grind & Dose
Distribute Grounds

Step 5 Tamp
Animated 

Slide



14 Steps to Espresso 
Perfection

Prep Bre
w

Clea
n

Step 6
Step 7
Step 8
Step 9

Polish
Clean
Rinse
Pull

Step 
10

Serve
Animated 
Slide



Visual Design

“People learn better when corresponding words and pictures 
are presented near rather than far from each other on the 
page or screen.”

Spatial Contiguity Principle



Parts of the 
Cherry a

b

c

d

Legend

a Skin
b Fruit
c Parchment
d Bean

Spatial Contiguity Principle



Parts of the 
CherrySkin

Fruit

Parchment

Bean



Visual Design

“People learn better when corresponding words and 
pictures are presented simultaneously rather than 
successively.”

Temporal Contiguity Principle



How Is Coffee Made? 
Part 2

Step 
5

Step 
6

Step 
7

Step 
8

Temporal Contiguity Principle
Animated 

Slide



How Is Coffee Made? 
Part 2

Step 5 
Milling
Step 6 

Exporting
Step 7 TastingStep 8 

Roasting
Animated 

Slide



Sample Slides - HSAI Non-example

The following slides contain the HSAI non-examples provided by the client. 



“People learn more deeply from pictures and spoken words 
than from pictures and printed words.” 

Visual Design

Modality Principle



Visual Design

[add non-example and improved slide + script]

Modality Principle



Visual Design

[add non-example and improved slide + script]



Visual Design

[add non-example and improved slide + script]



Visual Design

[add non-example and improved slide + script]



Visual Design

[add non-example and improved slide + script]



“Learning is improved when interesting but irrelevant words 
and pictures are excluded ... when unneeded words and 
symbols are eliminated ... when interesting but irrelevant 
music is excluded.” 

Visual Design

Coherence Principle



Visual Design

[add non-example and improved slide + script]



Visual Design

[add non-example and improved slide + script]

Animated 
slide



Visual Design

“People learn better when cues are added that highlight the 
organization of the essential material.”

Signaling Principle



Visual Design

[add non-example and improved slide + script]



Animated 
slide



Visual Design

“People learn better when corresponding words and pictures 
are presented near rather than far from each other on the 
page or screen.”

Spatial Contiguity Principle



Visual Design

[add non-example and improved slide + script]

Spatial Contiguity Principle



BIC (Best-in-Class)
Government-wide contract vehicles 
approved and recommended by 
Government-wide Category Managers to 
OMB as being best in class because they 
meet certain key criteria

Amount in billions 
(USD)

Animated 
slide Spatial Contiguity Principle

SUM (Spend Under Management)
Purchases of common goods and services using
Tier 0 - Open Markets / Other Methods
Tier 1 - Agency-Wide SSVs
Tier 1 - Agency Approved Small Business
Tier 2 - GWAC/MAC/Schedules
and/or 
Tier 3 - Best-in-Class (BIC) Contract Solutions

DHS FY 2020
SUM Goal = $8.3B

DHS FY 2020
BIC Goal = 
$2.5B

Tier 3 - Best-in-Class 
(BIC) Contract 
Solutions

$2.5B
(30.1%)

Tier 0 - Open Markets / 
Other Methods

$0.8B
(9.6%)

Tier 1 - 
Agency-Wide SSVs
Tier 1 - Agency 
Approved Small 
Business

$2.6B
(31.3%)

Tier 2 - 
GWAC/MAC
/Schedules

$2.4B
(28.9%)



Visual Design

“People learn better when corresponding words and pictures are 
presented simultaneously rather than successively.”

Temporal Contiguity Principle



Visual DesignVisual Design

Temporal Contiguity PrincipleAnimated 
slide

Animated 
slide Temporal Contiguity Principle



Visual Design

Temporal Contiguity Principle

Animated 
slide Temporal Contiguity Principle



It is your turn to try!

Performance Task


